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Abstract—By enabling both cavity modes and plasmonic resonance
together in the designed two-handed metamaterial, we demonstrate
a square-wave-like (SWL) bandpass filter with high-ratio bandwidth
(HRB). Our results show that this metamaterial-based bandpass filter
possesses high-ratio bandwidth of 30GHz centered at 92 GHz, excellent
transmittance beyond 87.5%, sharp transition within 1.0 GHz from
−3 dB to −20 dB as upper and lower band edge transitions, and dual-
band behavior. Such an HRBSWL bandpass filter can be scalable
and readily applicable for the commercialized unlicensed 60 GHz
spectra with a bandwidth exceeding 7 GHz, solving the challenge of
conventional passive bandpass filters to allow wide bandwidths and
great quality factors simultaneously.

1. INTRODUCTION

To ease the congestion of local area network (LAN) and to pursue
high definition (HD) quality of cinema, currently researchers are eager
to realize the next generation high speed wireless communication
technology. There appear several competing solutions beyond the
current Wi-Fi system, in particular ultrawide band (UWB) [1]
and 60GHz techniques [2]. The former, namely exhibiting an
effective bandwidth at least 20% greater than its operating frequency,
is achieved by broadcasting pulses with a full duration at half
maximum (FDHM) about several-hundred picoseconds and then
Fourier transformed into wide frequency range signals. Certainly
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the UWB technique possesses better security and higher data rate
than the conventional Wi-Fi system, but its allowed spectra differ in
various countries, resulting in the difficulties to establish a standard
prototype [3]. The latter, on the other hand, operated within the
unlicensed spectrum centered at 60GHz with a bandwidth exceeding
7GHz ruled by federal communication constitute (FCC) [3], becomes
the most promising candidate currently because it provides highest
transmission rate than other wireless techniques that even ensures to
transmit uncompressed HD data and more importantly, it has been
supported by many mainstream companies recently [4].

For wireless communication applications, a bandpass filter is a
crucial and mass-used component to allow signals and to suppress
noises in the specific frequencies [5], and so far, it remains a challenge
to realize a suitable bandpass filter for the 60 GHz technique to satisfy
the demanding requirements of sharp bandedge transition [6–9], high-
ratio bandwidth, and excellent transmittance efficiency [6, 7]. Here, we
introduce a new class of metamaterials to demonstrate right-handed
response from its cavity modes and left-handed response from its
plasmonic resonance simultaneously, leading the collective two-handed
response to constructing a high-ratio bandwidth (HRB) bandpass
filter [10]. In addition, due to the transition between the right-handed
and left-handed response, such a device spontaneously matches the
wave impedance to enhance its transmittance efficiency [10]. Finally,
it owns a further advantage of sharp bandedge transition due to
the resonant characteristics of metamaterials, providing an HRBSWL
solution to solving the challenge aforementioned.

2. DESIGN AND NATURE OF TWO-HANDED
METAMATERIALS

For a conventional bandpass filter, there exists a tradeoff between its
bandwidth and quality factor expressed by the following formula,

B.W. =
f0

Q
(1)

where B.W. is the bandwidth, f0 the central frequency and Q
the quality factor of the filter. To overcome these fundamentally
incompatible properties — that is, demonstrating a high-ratio
bandwidth bandpass filter with high quality factor simultaneously —
we combine the left-handed plasmonic resonance induced by effective
inductance-capacitance circuits in two metal layers, and right-handed
performance created by cavity modes in the dielectric part together [9–
13] as shown in Fig. 1. The designed HRBSWL bandpass filter is
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Table 1. The detailed geometric parameters of the unit cell. (Set A
is used for experimental evidence while Set B is used for application in
60GHz.)

Parameters Set A (75–110GHz;mm) Set B (50–75GHz; mm)

ax 2 3

ay 2 3

l 1.67 2.5

w 0.67 1

m 0.067 0.1

tailored by two metal plates of 8µm thick with hollowed crossed
bars in the center, sandwiching a commercially available Roger board
5880 whose thickness and dielectric constant (εr) are 0.254 mm and
2.2, respectively. The detailed geometric parameters are presented
in Table 1. Limited by our measurement equipment, we fabricate
the HRBSWL filter with the parameters of Set A to comply with
the measurable range from 75 GHz to 110 GHz, but one can easily
shift the operating frequency, for example to 60 GHz by scaling
the geometric parameters as shown in Set B, stemming from the
scalable characteristics of two-handed metamaterial (THM) [14]. In
the design process, we employ a commercialized electromagnetic
solver CST Microwave Studio to compute the complex reflectance
and transmittance coefficients, and also scrutinize field distributions
and induced surface current in this HRB bandpass fitler to identify
the respective right-handed and left-handed properties at different
frequencies.

In fact, the enabling factor of this HRBSWL filter is based on
the collective response of the individual right-handed and left-handed
properties to construct a two-handed metamaterial. The right-handed
property stems from the cavity modes existing in the dielectric region
of the unit cell, which contributes complex electric permittivity and
non magnetic behavior to a passband, and the allowed frequencies of
this passband is further determined by the dimension of the hollowed
crossed bars presented in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Meanwhile, for left-
handed property, the metal plates provide an effective permittivity
depicted by Drude’s model [15–17],

εeff ($) = 1− $2
p

$2 + iΓE$
(2)

where ωp is the new plasma frequency governed by the designed pattern
of the metal plates and ΓE is electrical resistive loss in the resonating
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. The unit cell of the designed high-ratio bandwidth square-
wave-like (HRBSWL) bandpass filter and its perspective view. (a) The
yellow parts are two patterned copper plates of 0.008 mm thickness,
sandwiching a Roger board 5880 substrate of 0.254mm thickness with
the relative dielectric constant of 2.2 in simulation. (b) The optical
image of the sample fabricated by a print-circuit-board technique.
Here the black region is the opaque copper plate. All the geometric
parameters are tabulated in Table 1.

system. Moreover, the paired metal plates introduce anti-parallel
surface currents, functioning as Lorentz oscillators to create an effective
permeability expressed by Lorentz model [15–18],

µeff ($) = 1− $2
MP −$2

M0

$2 −$2
M0 + iΓM$

(3)

where ωMP denotes magnetic plasma frequency, ωM0 resonant
frequency of magnetic dipole, and ΓM magnetic resistive loss.
By harvesting the effective negative values of permittivity and
permeability region together in their overlapped frequencies, one will
accomplish a left-handed passband with a negative refractive index.

3. SAMPLE FABRICATION AND MEASURED RESULTS

The designed HRBSWL filter was fabricated by means of commercial
printed-circuit-board technology, whose sample size is 107 mm ×
107mm (50 × 50 unit cells in total) as shown in Fig. 1. Besides,
the fabricated samples were characterized by an N5260A PNA series
network analyzer attached with mixers and standard gain horn
antennas to generate electromagnetic waves and to emit plane waves
within frequencies from 75 to 110GHz. We measured both the
magnitude of transmittance (i.e., S21 parameter) and the phase of
transmittance (i.e., arg S21) at normal incidence. As shown in Fig. 2,
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Figure 2. (a) The simulated transmittance (red line), reflectance
(gray dashed line) and measured transmittance (blue line) curves in
dB scale at normal incidence for single layer. We observe sharp
bandedge transition at upper bound, and a near zero transmittance
band within 75–105GHz indicating a high-ratio bandwidth allowed
band in this frequency region. (b) The phase of transmittance change
of simulation (red line) and measurement (blue line). The experimental
and simulation results agree each other well with a sharp phase change
from a resonant behavior of THM.

it is clear to observe that a single board of HRB filter yields a high-
ratio bandwidth greater than 30 GHz (from 75.91 to 107.73GHz) as a
consequence of two-handed response as expected. In addition, the
transmittance efficiency exceeds 96% through the entire high-ratio
band because a quasi wave impedance match occurs to spontaneously
depress reflectance (0.0026%), we achieve high transmittance efficiency
(99.67%) [10]. Finally, a sharp upper bandedge transition of
17 dB/GHz, resulting from a resonance indicated by the sudden phase
change of transmittance shown in Fig. 2(b). The experimental results
agree well with simulation data. Here exists a little shift regarding the
frequency of stop band and the slope of phase transition owing to the
different values of dielectric constants of Roger board 5880 and spacing
between two horn antennas in simulation and practical cases.

Next, we scrutinize the field distributions based on reflectance
dips located at 91.4 and 107.38 GHz, and surface currents about
transmission dips for lower and upper stop bandedges located at
74.86 and 109.94 GHz, respectively. First of all, we observe parallel
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Figure 3. (a) Snapshot of top view of induced surface current at
74.86GHz. A parallel surface currents demonstrate that a negative
permittivity results in a stop band. (b) Snapshot of side view of E field
distribution at 91.4GHz. The red arrows represent peak of the wave
within free space and black arrows indicate peak of the wave within
metamaterial. The same direction of phase velocity between region
of free space and metamaterial demonstrate that the right-handed
allowed band is composed of positive permittivity and permeability. (c)
Snapshot of side view of E field distribution at 107.38 GHz. In contrary
to Fig. 3(b), the opposite directions of phase velocity demonstrate that
the left-handed allowed band is composed of negative permittivity
and permeability. (d) Snapshot of top view of surface current at
109.94GHz. The anti-parallel surface current result in a negative
permeability to form a stop band.

induced surface current at 74.86 GHz as shown in Fig. 3(a) which
result in negative permittivity to form a stop band. Next, there
appears right-handed allowed band at 91.4 GHz evidenced by the
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same direction of phase velcocity between regions of free space
and metamaterial as shown in Fig. 3(b) representing both positive
permittivity and permeability within the band. In addition to the
right-handed response, the SWL filter exhibits negative permittivity
and permeability as a left-handed allowed band evidented by the
opposite directions of phase velocity as shown in Fig. 3(c). Finally, the
anti-parallel induced surface currents result in a negative permeability
to form a stop band at 109.94 GHz as shown in Fig. 3(d).

From the E and H field distributions at these four different
frequencies, we conclude that this HRB filter is composed of lower
stop band edged at 91.4 GHz due to negative permittivity, right-
handed, left-handed allowed bands and finally upper stop band edged
at 107.38 GHz due to negative permeability to form a well behaved
two-handed HRB bandpass filter.

Notice that the upper bound (i.e., left-handed response) presents
sharper bandedge transition than the lower one because of plasmonic
resonance described by Eq. (3), Fig. 2(b), and Fig. 3(d). Therefore,
to enhance the bandedge transition of the lower bound, we increase
the number of boards to hire Fabry-Pérot interference to sharpen that
transition, and gain an additional merit of greater bandedge transition
for the lower stop band as shown in Fig. 4(a). Yet, such enhancement is
sensitive to the distances among boards, so that the measurement does
not match simulation well caused by the difficulty to manually control
the distance among boards precisely. We also calculate corresponding
group delay time within two-handed HRB bandpass filter via phase of
S21 in simulation. As shown in Fig. 4(c), this HRB filter maintains
homogenous group delay time less than 0.1 ns through the entire
allowed band, leading nearly no frequency dispersion to the freedom
from integrating an extra optical delay line to render signals arriving
the other end at the same time.

Finally, we unveil the general response about two scalable HRB
filters (listed in Table 1) from 1GHz to 120 GHz as shown in Fig. 5,
especially the case of Set B, which can be readily applied in the
upcoming 60 GHz techniques. As shown in Fig. 5(b), a major allowed
band locates between 50 to 72.5 GHz, a hot zone for unlicensed
spectrum centered at 60 GHz with exceeding 7 GHz bandwidth to
enable that the transmission rate are up to 5 Gbps. Here the effective
ratio of bandwidth to centered frequency is up to 33%, much better
than UWB technique, with which one could achieve 20% bandwidth
at its the centered frequency (in the range of 3.1 to 10.6 GHz). In
addition to the unprecedented allowed band with square-function
shapes to demonstrate high-ratio bandwidth, excellent transmittance
efficiency and sharp bandedge transition, it is also interesting that these
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Figure 4. (a) The S-parameter magnitudes of the two-handed high-
ratio bandwidth bandpass filter in the numerical simulations (red line
for S21 and gray-dash line for S11) and the real measurements (blue
solid lines) for 5-layer unit cells with distance ‘d’ equals to 5 mm under
normal incidence condition. The effective bandwidth exceeds 30 GHz
with sharper band edge transition. (b) The simulated (red line) and
measured (blue line) phase of transmittance. (c) The corresponding
group delay calculated by phase of transmittance in simulation. Within
allowed band, we obtain almost homogenous value of group delay,
which will render delay lines excrescent in the module of wireless
communication industry.

HRB bandpass filters give rise to an additional allowed band between
1GHz and 9GHz that act as a low-pass filter to cover the frequency
ranges operated by the current commercialized wireless communication
products such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. In this manner, our device can
be switched to Wi-Fi bands to continue filtering out undesired signals
as the transmission of 60 GHz is blocked by obstacles due to its high
directivity, realizing a dual-band solution suggested by mainstream
alliance to ease a major concern of 60 GHz techniques [19].
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Figure 5. Diagram of complex transmittance for two sets of
frequencies, 50 to 75 GHz and 75 to 110GHz, respectively. (a) A
multi-allowed band bandpass filter is presented. The first allowed band
is located at 1-12.5 GHz and second allowed band range from 77.5 to
107.5. (b) the transmittance with the other parameters of unit cell as
shown in Table 1, and we can observe that the first allowed band is
also existing within 1 to 9GHz and is useful for commercialized Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth technology, and the second allowed band is located at from
50 to 72.5 GHz and is suitable for 60GHz unlicensed spectrum. The
two figures also show scalable properties of the two-handed HRB filter.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we design a scalable two-handed metamaterial
to successfully demonstrate an unprecedent bandpass filter with
high-ratio bandwidth, excellent transmission efficiency, and sharp
bandedge transition in both numerical simulation and experimental
measurements. Such an HRB filter possesses a square-function-
like passband and contains a high-ratio bandwidth (exceeding
30GHz), excellent efficiency (above 87.5%) and high selectivity factor
simultaneously. Besides, multi-allowed transmission bands of the filter
are suitable for the existing commercialized wireless technology and
also cover frequency of 60 GHz ranges, which is the most potential
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technology for next generation wireless communication. Therefore,
we expect once we apply this HRBSWL filter in the module of
wireless communication products, we can reduce the volume of devices
and lower the power emitted from antennas due to much higher
transmittance and result in much competitive products used in next
generation Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and others.
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